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ANSWER OF CALIFORNIA INDEPENDENT SYSTEM OPERATOR CORPORATION
TO REQUEST OF J.P. MORGAN VENTURES ENERGY CORPORATION
To: the Commission
The California Independent System Operator Corporation (“ISO”) submits this brief
answer to the request of J.P. Morgan Ventures Energy Corp. (which presumably applied to BE
CA LLC, as well) (collectively, “J.P. Morgan”)1 for thirty days to prepare a possible
intervention, protest or comment to the Petition for Declaratory Order and Request for Expedited
Treatment filed by the ISO in the captioned proceeding. The ISO submits that J.P. Morgan’s
request for additional time is unwarranted.
J.P. Morgan’s request for additional time is premised on four incorrect contentions: (i)
that the ISO selected the date of its filing to minimize the time that J.P. Morgan would have for
response and to coincide with the Thanksgiving Holiday, thereby imposing an inconvenience on
J.P. Morgan; (ii) that J.P. Morgan was not aware of, nor had considered, the issues in the Petition
until the day before the filing; (iii) that J.P. Morgan needs time to rebut factual assertions
contained in and attached to the Petition; and (iv) the Petition presents some novel legal theory.
In support, the ISO states as follows:
The Timing of the Filing of the Petition and the Reason for the Shortened Response Time
1.

J.P. Morgan’s withholding of consent delayed the filing of the Reliability Must-Run

Agreement filed in Docket No. EL12-351-000 because the consent issue led to protracted
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J.P. Morgan styles its request a “protest,” but in fact it is a motion, to which answers are permitted.
1

negotiations not only with respect to the Reliability Must-Run Agreement, filed on November 9,
2012, but the Term Sheet Agreement, Attachment G to the transmittal letter for the Reliability
Must-Run Agreement filing, and the “back stop” agreement referred to in footnote 16 of the
Petition. The ISO filed the Reliability Must- Run Agreement as soon as possible after it was
completed, and the Petition for filing as soon after that date as it could, within six days.2
2.

In fact, the ISO was diligent in working with numerous parties to get the synchronous

condenser project to its current state of development. Once the ISO Governing Board had
directed ISO management to enter into a Reliability Must-Run Agreement to resolve the
potential for load shedding identified in Mr. Sparks’ declaration, the ISO worked with AES
Huntington Beach LLC (“AESHB”), investor owned utilities, the California Energy Commission
and the California Public Utilities Commission to enable AESHB to complete contract
negotiations with a vendor that could convert the generating units into synchronous condensers
by June 1, 2013, to conclude necessary reimbursement agreements in the event the project was
not completed, to complete a Term Sheet and then the Reliability Must-Run Agreement. All of
that was occurring between late August and November 9, 2012, the date the Reliability MustRun Agreement was filed.
3.

The request for shortened time is driven by the need for some resolution in early January

if there is to be a chance for the synchronous condenser project to be completed in time for
summer 2013. J.P. Morgan is well aware of this timing, and the delay it seeks in responding
would likely doom the synchronous condensers project because the timing to begin construction
is so critical, as described in the Petition.
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The parties to the Reliability Must-Run Agreement also worked collaboratively to resolve all of the rates,
terms and conditions to minimize the burden on the Commission with respect to its review.
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J.P. Morgan Has Been Aware of the Consent Issue Since at Least September
4.

At least as early as the beginning of September 2012, J.P. Morgan was familiar with and

gave consideration to the matter of consent under the AESHB-J.P. Morgan contracts. J.P.
Morgan suggests the contrary, when it claims that the “CAISO also falsely claims that JPMVEC
‘certainly is aware of the issues presented [in the Petition]’ and has ‘considered’ them,” is
incorrect. Request at 5. (emphasis supplied).
5.

J.P. Morgan’s Request conflates the time when AESHB, and later the ISO, requested J.P.

Morgan’s consent, and the time when, as a courtesy, the ISO notified J.P. Morgan’s counsel that
the Petition was about to be filed. J.P. Morgan seizes on that courtesy call to suggest that this
was the first time it learned of the consent matter. J.P. Morgan was aware of the consent issue
long before the courtesy phone call.
6.

The ISO is not privy to the discussions between AESHB and J.P. Morgan. However, the

ISO is aware that at least as early as September 5, AESHB had requested J.P. Morgan’s consent
but was unable to get the matter resolved. At that point, AESHB informed the ISO that AESHB
had not yet been successful in obtaining consent, but would keep trying to secure J.P. Morgan’s
consent. It was not until late September that AESHB informed the ISO that, with the continued
lack of progress with J.P. Morgan, AESHB would not be able to obtain consent. It was at that
time that the ISO began engaging directly to attempt to resolve the J.P. Morgan consent issue.
7.

The ISO directly communicated with J.P. Morgan representatives regarding the consent

issue on October 3, 2012, and received responses indicating that J.P. Morgan would be in contact
shortly thereafter by telephone. This is shown in the e-mail exchanges between ISO
representatives, J.P. Morgan representatives and J.P. Morgan’s counsel included in Attachment
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A.3 There can be no doubt that J.P. Morgan was aware of and familiar with the consent issue.
J.P. Morgan Does Not Need Additional Time to Rebut Facts in the Petition
8.

J.P. Morgan also makes much of the length of the Petition and its attachments. In fact,

the Petition is only 38 pages long (and much of that consists of quotes from the agreements to
which J.P. Morgan is a party) and the length of the ISO’s Petition is not dictated by its
complexity. Rather, the number of pages (of which J.P. Morgan complains), is due to the size of
the Tolling Agreement and related Agreements (167 pages), and the Asset Appendices filed by
J.P. Morgan (67 pages). The declaration of Mr. Sparks and the 2013 Local Capacity Technical
Analysis Addendum to the ISO’s Final Report and Study Results were provided for background
information about how the ISO Governing Board came to direct management to enter into a
Reliability Must-Run Agreement (which have been matters of public record since August) and
they explain the desirability of urgent Commission attention to this petition.
9.

The core facts—which J.P. Morgan cannot dispute—are that

a. SONGS is not available;
b. the ISO concluded that it must find a way to prevent the substantial load shedding
that could occur;
c. the ISO’s tariff authorizes it to designate resources as Reliability Must-Run Units;
and
d. the only obstacle to resolving this matter is the issue of J.P. Morgan’s consent,
which, as a legal matter, the ISO contends is not necessary.
10.

The Petition requests that the Commission interpret the meaning of an agreement over

which it already asserted jurisdiction as well as a contemporaneously executed agreement to
determine if these agreements establish a basis for J.P. Morgan to exercise control over facilities
3

The ISO is not providing information about the substance of the later communications because the ISO and J.P.
Morgan agreed that the content of those later communications would be subject to settlement privileges.
4

when J.P. Morgan has not disclosed that control to the Commission. J.P. Morgan is a party to
both of these agreements.
11.

Any claim by J.P. Morgan of unfamiliarity with the core materials cannot be reconciled

with J.P. Morgan’s assertions about the contracts in its Request. It contends with great certainty
that the agreements confer “sole and absolute” right to consent, or withhold consent, to certain
actions by the AES Subsidiaries within certain geographic boundaries specified in the
agreements. J.P. Morgan also concludes that the Petition seeks to invalidate a contractual
provision of purely private agreements between J.P. Morgan and the AES Subsidiaries.
The Legal Theories in the Petition Are Not Novel
12.

J.P. Morgan submits that requiring answers or other response by November 29, 2012

would leave interested parties just nine business days, including Thanksgiving week, to respond
to the Petition, which it incorrectly contends includes “novel assertions of the law.” Actually, the
assertions of law contained in the Petition are not novel, but rely on the words of the contracts,
the fact that Commission required the agreement be filed in its entirety to ensure the Commission
could exercise its jurisdictional responsibilities in connection with determinations about market
power, and market power filings made by J.P. Morgan that show that it does not exercise control
over Huntington Beach Units 3 and 4.
13.

The ISO contends that the contracts cannot be construed to create a right of control for

J.P. Morgan, a right that J.P. Morgan’s own filings to the Commission deny and that if J.P.
Morgan has such a contract right, the Commission ought to modify it.
14.

The assertion that a contract for the sale for resale of electricity in interstate commerce is

a purely private commercial contract is unsustainable and was already rejected by the
Commission. It is far too late to resurrect that contention. AES Huntington Beach, L.L.C., et al.,
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83 FERC ¶ 61,100, reh’g denied 87 FERC ¶ 61,221 (1999).
WHEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing, the ISO submits that the Commission
should not alter the time provided for interventions, answers or comments.
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APPENDIX
E-Mail Exchanges

Certificate of Service
I hereby certify that I have this day served the foregoing document upon each person
designated on the official service list compiled by the Secretary in this proceeding as provide in
Rule 2010 of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure and I also certify that I have this
day served Catherine M. Krupka, William Scherman and Jason Fleischer, as requested by J.P.
Morgan, using the e-mail addresses provided in the “Limited Emergency Protest Of J.P. Morgan
Ventures Energy Corporation.”
Dated at Washington, D.C. this 19th day of November, 2012.
/s/ Lawrence G. Acker
Lawrence G. Acker
Van Ness Feldman, LLP
1050 Thomas Jefferson Street, NW
Washington, DC 20007

